Eriste - Tuasa - Selva de Conques - Conques – Eriste

- **Duration of the circular route:** 3 h.
- **Distance:** 8 Km
- **Difficulty:** Easy

Depart from Eriste, follow the path in direction Benasque, just near the end of the reservoir cross a bridge over the river Ésera. Then follow a path on the left, the one which goes to Anciles and then goes along the Linsoles reservoir, on the right.

The path is indicated by a yellow and white mark (PR). It goes through a pretty and shaded wood, then goes through a small poplar grove and arrives at a stony high plateau called the peak de Tuasa. At the bottom of the field formed by the plateau take a path which permits you to go up, between oaks and pines with pleasant and grassy paths. On arrival at the path of Labert, the beautiful panorama can be contemplated: the mountain range of Chía, the pass of Sahún, the peak of Eriste, Agujas de Llantía, the Horqueta, the Forcau, Posets y Espadas, the peak of Escorvets, tucas del Mon, Ixeia, Dalliú, the peak of Estós, and Malpás, the Maladeta, the village of Eriste and the entry to the aigüetas de Eriste and La Vall.

Leave the path further ahead and it begins to go down. To the left large fields and the picturesque edge of Llobera can be seen, cross the Barranco Fondo and continue going down through the ideal wood of the Selva de Conques as far as las Casas de Conques next to the Gardeta’s spring. This path arrives at a track which leads to the village of Eriste.